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101 Select 2021 TAA Evaluation Comments from 

Music, Theatre, Visual Art, and Dance Participants and Faculty 

 

Participant Comments 

 

I am amazed by how meaningful and effective the TAA was delivered virtually. I could never have 

imagined how special this experience could be.  The faculty were phenomenal. Interludes were 

fascinating. Performances, profound. I cannot gush enough! - West TN Elementary/Lower Middle - 

Trio Track  

 

This week gave me the ability to network, learn valuable skills in leadership, and explore what it 

means to be a part of the arts in Tennessee. It was a wonderful experience, and I am so happy to have 

been a part of this! - Grace Mahieu, East TN Arts Leadership and Administration - School 

Administration 

 

Best week of my year - whether virtual or in person - learned a lot, inspired by faculty and peers - 

wouldn't miss it!!!! - Janet Laws, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Visual Art 

 

The Tennessee Arts Academy is a must for any arts educator. It provides quality faculty with a wealth 

of knowledge that provides practical use for the arts classroom. This year's Academy was a great 

experience! - Jerry Monds, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

This was another OUTSTANDING TAA! The clinicians, musers, Interludes and all activities were 

exemplary! Lessons were informative, inspiring and motivating. Students will get to work with highly 

motivated teachers with great lessons and fresh ideas thanks, again, to TAA! - West TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

This was my first year coming to TAA, but this was my 8th year teaching. I should have started this 

YEARS ago! - Michael Johnson, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

The TAA Core Faculty did an outstanding job providing great information and resources to the 

participants every day of the Academy! Their enthusiasm and knowledge were of great importance to 

making the Virtual TAA experience enjoyable each day! - Sybil Dotson, West TN Elementary/Lower 

Middle - Visual Art 

 

The Academy inspired me! It unleashed a passion that I didn't know was there and filled my cup with 

so many ideas for integrating the arts in my lessons. - Jennifer Arnold, East TN Theatre - Arts 

Integration, Creative Drama & Movement 

 

The classes were engaging and relevant! I learned a lot! - Chase Gay, Middle TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary - Instrumental Music 

 

TAA is such a good time to hear from others that are passionate about their craft and always seeking to 

improve their instruction. We mostly work alone, as "the" music or theatre teacher, in our buildings. It 

gives us a chance to bounce off ideas with those that speak our language! - West TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary - Trio Track  
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I will be taking the techniques and skills from both of the Core classes and transferring them directly 

into my classroom - Earl Delong, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Visual Art 

 

Tennessee Arts Academy 2021 gave me wonderful creative nutrients that will help me to happily begin 

my new school year with lots of great lessons to teach and experiences to share with my students! - 

Sara Layne, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

I was blown away by the diversity and professionalism by each of the musers. My kids were even 

watching with me. - Sherry Fuller, West TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Instrumental Music 

 

I enjoyed the muser sessions because it gave me a glimpse into the artists' lives. Too often, I think, we 

view the art of a creator without considering the human being who created it. The muser sessions gave 

me a greater appreciation of both the artists AND their art. - Kimberly Howell, Middle TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Theatre/Arts Integration, Creative Drama & Movement 

 

I am a music teacher but I appreciate getting to experience drama, dance and artistic performances too! 

Thank you for representing all the arts in the musings and performances. - Amy Stone, Middle TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

I loved the musings, they were just wonderful, and so thought-provoking and inspiring. - Jennifer 

(Jenny) Hobbs, West TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Trio Track  

 

In my notes, I literally wrote, "Wow!" after each of the Musers. - Marla Agee, Middle TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

The Virtual Academy was probably the smoothest and most successful online experience I have ever 

had since the pandemic began (or before that, to be honest).  Outstanding work!  Wonderful and 

efficient success. - Amy Duncan, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

WOW! That pretty much sums it up. TAA week was a wonderful experience. I learned so much not 

only about my craft, but also about myself. I will definitely be attending again, and again, and again. - 

Rachel Little, East TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

Faculty Comments 

 

I do a fair amount of presenting for different organizations. I have never received so much support, or 

seen such a well-planned and prepared professional development organization as TAA. 

 

TAA is such an incredible opportunity for growth, exposure to new ideas, trying different things, and 

drawing inspiration from other creatives. It’s the most impactful professional development experience 

I’ve had the pleasure of participating in, and truly wish each and every state provide this level of 

commitment and education to their specialist teachers.  

 

TAA is such an incredible celebration and exploration of the arts.  All states should be so lucky to have 

such phenomenal professional development for their specialized teachers!  

 

The organization of the entire event was truly outstanding! The staff bent over backwards to 

accommodate my requests and make the sessions flow with ease. BRAVO to one and all!! 
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Additional Participant Comments 

 

Both of my Core instructors far exceeded my expectations for the Academy this year. Not only were 

they extremely knowledgeable in their respective areas, but their transparency and willingness to share 

made all of us want to participate and share, as well. - Sonya Solomon, East TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

This year's Academy was full of wonderful ideas to incorporate in our classroom. There was so much 

energy in our classes. - Deiadra Bernard, West TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

The Academy was chocked full of rich instructional strategies that I was immediately excited to 

implement! - East TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Theatre/Arts Integration, Creative Drama & 

Movement 

 

I appreciate that we were treated to excellent performers and performances. What a treat! - West TN 

Upper Middle/Secondary - Trio Track  

 

There was a great variety of talks, musings, and performances. This provided for a well-rounded 

experience where I could explore the full spectrum of offerings and gain a lot of knowledge to take 

with me. - Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Theatre/Arts Integration, Creative Drama & 

Movement 

 

Awesome job, Everyone!! Thank you, again, for providing me this opportunity to attend the 2021 

Tennessee Arts Academy! - James Hamby III, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

This was a precious time for dedicated reflection and forward-thinking. It was a welcome renewal after 

a very hard year, and I feel more prepared to navigate whatever challenges lie ahead. Feeling very 

grateful! – Middle TN Arts Leadership and Administration - School Administration 

 

I could not be more pleased with my TAA experience. Each of the sessions I attended gave me such a 

wealth of information and techniques that I can't wait to incorporate into my classroom. I can't wait to 

attend next year. - Elizabeth Schenck, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

The Stephen Sondheim event was remarkable. Not only did we get to pay homage to a legend, but we 

were strengthened by his kindness and thoughtfulness. The surprise guests and songs were so moving 

and made me feel important and worthy. I still can't believe that stars took time to talk with teachers. - 

Amy Duncan, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

The camaraderie, the shared challenges, and the common curiosity reminded me that there is always a 

wider community of seekers out there. My time in the TAA leadership cohort made awareness of these 

needs true for me. - Paula Turner, West TN Arts Leadership and Administration - School 

Administration 

 

Sondheim! OH! MY! GOODNESS! What a wonderful session! - Michael Johnson, Middle TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

Each class, musing, and Interlude had something to capture, something to connect with my teaching 

and life as a creative artist. Bravo. - Lea Marshall, Florida, Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 
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This year's TAA was very inspiring and uplifting after completing this very difficult school year. - 

Middle TN Arts Leadership and Administration - School Administration 

 

Interludes are one of my favorite parts of the Academy! Such an awesome variety of inspirational 

leaders and educators! - Christopher Justice, East TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

I loved the evening with Stephen Sondheim. - Bonny Baker, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - 

Theatre 

 

The musers were all amazing. - Janis Nunnally, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Visual Art 

 

I love the Arts Academy every single year!  It always gets me excited to start a new school year, and I 

come away with great ideas and lifelong friendships.  These were some of the best sessions I have ever 

had at the Academy.  It doesn’t matter if the Academy is virtual or in person, the quality of instruction 

is always spectacular! – Christy Ledsinger, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

My instructors were knowledgeable and approachable. Their teaching methods were organized and 

intentional. - Tanya Pittman, West TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Theatre 

 

The instructors were wonderful and full of energy. I was inspired and now ready to head back into the 

classroom for another year. - Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

TAA is an invaluable experience. The faculty was fantastic! - Ashley Roark, West TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

This year the Administration track was fantastic. The current climate of change was central as well as 

exiting the pandemic with new ways of thinking. - West TN Arts Leadership and Administration - 

School Administration 

 

Faculty shared a wealth of topical and practical content - Gerald Souther, East TN Elementary/Lower 

Middle – Music 

 

The Core classes in elementary music were some of the best classes I've ever had at TAA.  It was a 

great week! - David Chambers, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

Incredible faculty! A wealth of useful information and strategies. - Nancy Beard, West TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Theatre/Arts Integration, Creative Drama & Movement 

 

The instructors were excellent and provided a lot of new techniques that are relevant to new challenges 

in the classroom. - Patricia Binkley, East TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

The Core instructors were both very enthusiastic about their content and teaching practices. I cannot 

wait to bring their ideas to my classroom. - Candance Proffitt, East TN Theatre - Arts Integration, 

Creative Drama & Movement 

 

It was amazing having Stephen Sondheim and his friends with us during the Academy. What an honor 

to hear from him - Lisa Benton, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 
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Both of the instructors were amazing! I have so many resources, ideas, and plans to share with our 

teachers because of their well-developed and constructed class content. - Donna Kanipe, East TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Theatre/Arts Integration, Creative Drama & Movement 

 

This week at TAA, I watched teachers heal! Gives me hope for an even brighter future. - East TN 

Upper Middle/Secondary - Trio Track  

 

This was my first time participating in the Tennessee Arts Academy. It was a great experience and the 

teachers were extremely well versed in the content.  Everyone was extremely helpful. - Chandler 

Wilson, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

This year’s Academy, for me, was the best one ever!!!! The faculty was amazing.  I learned so much 

about creating and preparing for my classes.  I am so excited and calmed for this year. I cannot wait to 

share the lives of the people I met and the strategies in teaching I learned. - McCall Bohanan, East TN 

Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

TAA is the Standard for the Arts. - Eliza“Beth” Perthel, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Visual 

Art 

 

It is difficult to put into words how I was affected by the Academy this year. I have attended multiple 

Academies in the past (including last year), but for some reason, this year was so meaningful. Thank 

you for providing this invaluable opportunity to me, as well as all the arts teachers across the state. - 

Sonya Solomon, East TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

Hands down, TAA is the best professional development experience for all Arts educators. - Key 

McKinney, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

TAA is the best thing that I do for myself and my teaching every year. - Mary Margaret Moore, 

Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

The Tennessee Arts Academy is richly blessed to have outstanding presenters and facilitators in every 

class. My year was once again changed from the Tennessee Arts Academy and my students get to reap 

the benefits of this thoughtful and wonderful week of classes and musings. From the bottom of my 

heart, thank you! - Amy Duncan, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

The greatest professional development in the world! - Carol Byrnes, Mississippi Upper 

Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

This has been one of the best professional developments I have ever attended. I can now walk into my 

classroom confident, with lessons that fit my students' needs. - Landrey Davis, Middle TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

KUDOS for all of the details and organization beforehand - you are top notch! - Amber Roland, West 

TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Theatre/Arts Integration, Creative Drama & Movement 

 

All of the performers were very inspiring and motivating! I am looking forward to the 2021-2022 

school year! - James Hamby III, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 
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I am excited to take the knowledge and resources I gained during this year's Academy into my 

classroom this fall. I leave this year's sessions with a much-needed morale boost. Thank you! - Amanda 

Oliver, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

If there was ever a year to need renewal and revision, it is just after the pandemic. The Academy was 

just what I needed to recharge my batteries and to come to school with some new ideas and lessons to 

teach. - Precia Beebe, East TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

I wish EVERY Fine Arts teacher in TN could attend TAA. It does the mind, body, and soul so much 

good. Truly! - Marla Agee, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

The best tool and resource for Art Educators hands down! - Jessica Rogers, West TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

I am so appreciative for the professional collaboration. This was an amazing week that was full of 

growth, compassion, and love...and we know the arts can bring the same essentials to our student! - 

Allison Bush, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Music 

 

TAA 2021 has been a great experience and an outstanding professional development opportunity. - 

Earl Delong, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Visual Art 

 

Thank you TAA for providing a week of professional development that centered on growth and 

healing. - Angela Beale, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

I feel reinvigorated, more enthusiastic and better prepared for the year than I did two weeks ago. - 

Atticus Hensley, Middle TN Arts Leadership and Administration - School Administration 

 

TAA is second to none for teacher professional development! - Kay McCrary, East TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

The Tennessee Arts Academy never ceases to make teachers feel empowered, important, and valued. I 

could not imagine a year of teaching without the instruction I gathered and the people I connected with 

over the course of my week at TAA. - Jennifer Keith, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

I often say TAA is the single most important thing I do for my professional development each year, 

and this year was no exception. TAA was everything we needed, when we needed it after the difficult 

2020-2021 school year. - Kami Lunsford, East TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

I love the high-quality professional development that I receive each year. - Lindsey Lewis, East TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

The Academy is always a place where I get ready and excited to start my school year and I get new 

lessons, ideas and resources for my classroom. - Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 
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It was the best experience that I have had all year. - Katherine McMillan, Middle TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary - Visual Art 

 

I love TAA!  It is a week that fills me to the brim, inspires me and pumps me up for the start of a new 

year. The Arts Academy treats us so well and encourages me as I collaborate with other teachers in my 

field. – Lisa Moody, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

TAA truly helped prepare, motivate, and encouraged me to grow further as an art teacher for the next 

school year. - Jasmine Rich, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

After an extremely challenging year, this was exactly what I need to recharge my teacher batteries!! - 

Rachel Verdon, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal Music 

 

Once again, TAA has played a crucial role in refueling my engines for the upcoming school year. 

Thank You! - Christi Watson, East TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

I have already told a number of my friends who are first-year teachers this coming school year to 

prepare to attend next summer. - Elizabeth Schenck, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary - Vocal 

Music 

 

I am a much better teacher for having attended the Academy this year and last. The classes taught us 

how to make students have an engaging experience that introduces them to new worlds as well as 

giving them a chance to see themselves in artwork and creation. The exploration of identity in the arts 

and providing meaningful choice to students was particularly powerful at the Academy this year. - Amy 

Duncan, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 

 

I really enjoyed the Interlude sessions I chose to attend. I wish I could have seen them all. - Michelle 

Tripp, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

The faculty members were fantastic, overall! - Sarah Robinson, Middle TN Arts Leadership and 

Administration - School Administration 

 

I am recommending this to all my colleagues. This was such an inspirational and useful week of 

learning. - Alesia Rollins, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

This year I had great instructors. They gave great information and everything can be used in class - 

Stephanie Winters, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

Not only does the TAA experience equip me with materials to ensure a successful school year, but it 

also rejuvenates my spirit and reminds me why my job is also my passion! - Amy Stone, Middle TN 

Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

Amazing! As always. I leave here feeling energized and looking forward to a new school year. - 

Christopher Taylor, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle - Visual Art 
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This was the most beneficial, most enjoyable professional development I have ever received. Thank 

you for the opportunity to work with all of the amazing people who took place making this week so 

wonderful. - Angela Taylor, West TN Theatre - Arts Integration, Creative Drama & Movement 

 

I loved this year's TAA's experience. Our instructors focused on cultural lessons that we can use in our 

classroom. I was exposed to different materials, methods and lessons to use in my classes from now 

on. - Amber Adler, West TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

The scope and value of TAA is mind-boggling. You get an entire semester’s worth of graduate 

coursework takeaways, VIP Ted Talks, Broadway performances, and collaboration sessions with 

colleagues all in one week! TAA is an invaluable experience, especially for the Arts teacher! Even 

virtually, the Academy refreshed, renewed, and inspired me with quality ideas and resources to impart 

to my students this year. - Brooke Howard, Middle TN Upper Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

Attending the Arts Academy refreshes my teaching and inspires me to continue learning to be the best 

Music Teacher for my students. - Amy Oliver, Middle TN Elementary/Lower Middle – Music 

 

This year's Arts Academy was engaging and informative. I learned a variety of strategies and 

techniques that I will incorporate into my curriculum this upcoming year. I was very impressed with 

the variety of activities and classes offered and I can't wait to attend next year. - West TN Upper 

Middle/Secondary – Theatre 

 

 

Additional Faculty Comments 

 

TAA staff did a great job with prep and communication for me as an instructor. They went above and 

beyond by doing research about my work and suggesting a topic that helped me codify important 

learnings to share with others.  

 

Excellent organization and overall a wonderful experience.  Thank you so much!! 

 

This program is excellent. I have never seen anything like it and only hope that more states will offer 

programs like the TAA. 

 

There was an incredible visible effort made by the organizers to provide a high quality collaborative 

PD experience. 

 

The organization of the entire Academy and the variety of offerings are phenomenal. 

 

The participants were amazing and made the online experience so much more enjoyable. 

 

The depth, breadth, and quality of content presented is the richest professional development 

opportunity I’ve had the pleasure to witness and participate in.   

 

 

 

 


